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ABSTRACT 

In the most recent couple of years, the possibility of dollarization has surged to the cutting edge of 
money related strategy options for Latin American nations. A few nations have as of now authoritatively 
received the US dollar as legitimate delicate. Panama received the dollar as its official cash in 1904, 
Ecuador dollarized in September 2000 and El Salvador stuck to this same pattern in January 2001. By 
dispensing with their national monetary standards and supplanting them with the US dollar, nations 
considering dollarization would like to accomplish monetary solidness and development. Is dollarization 
a snappy solution for monetary solidness in Latin America? The answer is yes and no. Dollarization may 
advance monetary steadiness in the short term, yet auxiliary and institutional issues should likewise be 
tended to if a dollarizing nation is to accomplish long haul financial development and advancement.  

 

Notwithstanding full dollarization, numerous Latin American nations have encountered a high level of 
halfway dollarization since the 1970s. Under incomplete, or informal, dollarization, people substitute 
residential coin with outside money to make exchanges and ensure the obtaining influence of their cash 
pay. In any case, the rate of the informal dollarization procedure will rely on upon the advancement of 
the budgetary framework and the institutional directions permitting residential holding and 
dissemination of outside cash (Savastano 1996). A high degree of halfway dollarization not just affects 
the viability and execution of financial approaches, additionally requires modification in prudential 
directions. Why incomplete dollarization rates are so high in creating nations is a fascinating question. In 
the 1970s and 1980s, when macroeconomic flimsiness and high expansion rates described a few Latin 
American nations, people utilized outside money to keep their resources from the negative impacts of 
swelling and vulnerability[1]. 

 

Be that as it may, in the 1990s, numerous Latin American economies have seen expanding or 
notwithstanding quickening rates of dollarization after the execution of fruitful disinflationary programs. 
Diagram 1 indicates expanding dollarization proportions for a few Latin American nations somewhere 
around 1990 and 2001. The level of dollarization is measured by stores in remote money as rate of 
aggregate liquidity, where all out liquidity incorporates cash supply and stores in remote money. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The understanding of the expression "dollarization" has advanced since the mid 1970s. Right on time in 
the writing, "cash substitution" was the term used to portray the interest for outside cash by nearby 
monetary specialists. A large portion of the writing on cash substitution displayed the encounters of 
Latin American nations in the 1970s and 1980s. Given the inclination of Latin Americans for US dollars, 
the term dollarization was begat to portray the interest for outside money. The terms cash substitution 
and dollarization were compatible amid these a long time. In the 1990s, "dollarization" came to portray 
the lawful reception of the US dollar as household cash. Therefore, it is vital to recognize two sorts of 
dollarization: official or full dollarization, and informal or fractional dollarization.  

In official or full dollarization, financial powers embrace the US dollar as legitimate delicate for all 
exchanges. The US dollar assumes control over all elements of local cash: unit of record, medium of 
trade and store of significant worth. Informal or halfway dollarization alludes to the procedure by which 
people substitute local coin with remote money to make exchanges what's more, distribute their money 
related resources. In such cases, the financial powers don't as a matter of course advance or empower 
dollarization. Halfway dollarization commonly reacts to the need to secure the buying influence of cash 
wage and resources in residential money from the unreasonable impacts of high expansion rates.  

Under informal or fractional dollarization, it is valuable to recognize cash substitution and resource 
substitution. This separation relies on upon the financial operator's rationale for requesting remote 
cash. Cash substitution alludes to the utilization of remote coin as medium of trade and unit of record. 
In an inflationary circumstance, the expense of holding local coin turns out to be expensive to the point 
that occupants will make exchanges utilizing outside coin. After an underlying learning period, 
exchanges utilizing US dollars are generally acknowledged. Ainversion is not prompt notwithstanding 
when the expansion rate decays.  

Resource substitution portrays the distribution of portfolios in resources named in remote money. The 
US dollar replaces the local coin as store of significant worth. By utilizing resources designated in remote 
cash, neighborhood occupants attempt to maintain a strategic distance from the negative effect of 
macroeconomic flimsiness, expansion and devaluation of the cash. In these cases, hazard and return are 
vital variables in the interest for outside money. A standout amongst the most widely recognized 
pointers of dollarization is the offer of outside cash stores in the cash supply. Another pointer of 
dollarization, the offer of outside coin stores in all out stores. For a more exact measure of the level of 
dollarization, the past markers should incorporate outside cash stores held abroad by neighborhood 
occupants. This "extended" or "expansive" dollarization proportion incorporates the offer of stores in 
outside cash held locally and abroad in expansive cash, the aggregate of cash supply and stores in 
outside coin held locally what's more, abroad. In any case, data about stores of neighborhood occupants 
held abroad exhibits genuine issues in gathering and accessibility[2]. 

DOLLARIZATION AND ITS MEASUREMENT  

Various proposition for changing the "universal money related design" have as of late been progressed 
by scholastics, approach producers, and intellectuals of different sorts. These change diagrams have 
incorporated the burden of controls on capital inflows, canceling the IMF, and the formation of a 
worldwide loan specialist of final resort. Be that as it may, maybe the most captivating change 
proposition is that developing nations ought to totally surrender their monetary forms, and receive a 
propelled country's money as legitimate delicate. This proposition has come to be known as 
"dollarization," and is being pushed with expanded energy by a little, however progressively powerful, 
gathering of economists. 
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What began as a scholarly person, however for the most part illogical thought, has as of late turned into 
a genuine strategy alternative. Amid the most recent couple of months a few nations have either 
dollarized, or have declared that they are moving in that course. In 2000, and amidst a noteworthy 
emergency, Ecuador nullified its national money, the Sucre, and embraced the U.S. dollar as legitimate 
delicate. El Salvador has as of late declared that it arrangements to receive the dollar amid 2001, and 
Guatemala and Nicaragua are thinking about the choice genuinely.  

At a general level, dollarization is being exhibited as a definitive path for accomplishing validity, 
development, and flourishing. Nations that surrender their monetary standards, we are told, will be not 
able participate in macroeconomic blunder. Subsequently, open funds will stay in parity, and the outer 
records will move inside sensible limits. Dollarization-forced macroeconomic steadiness, the story goes, 
will mean lower loan costs, higher speculation, and unrivaled monetary execution. Current contentions 
for dollarization have gone past customary exchanges on ideal coin territories. In reality, dollarization 
advocates have as of late contended that surrendering the national cash is the right alternative for by far 
most – notwithstanding all - of the rising countries.  

What is amazing, in any case, is this somewhat extraordinary recommendation – surrendering the 
national money – is being administered on the bases of exceptionally restricted exact and authentic 
confirmation. Dollarization supporters from time to time develop the authentic record of those couple 
of nations that have been dollarized for quite a while. Besides, they infrequently spelloutthe 
arrangements that ought to be executed close by this change, nor do they allude in subtle element to 
the potential expenses of embracing this fiscal administration. This is identical to a doctor endorsing a 
medication, without clarifying what different strides the patient must take (stay in bed, refuse drinking 
liquor, say), and without clarifying the medication's side impacts, or its rate of achievement in clinical 
trials. 

The reason for this paper is to cure, at any rate in part, this circumstance, and to examine the authentic 
record of nations that have lived under a "dollarized" financial framework. Things being what they are, 
this is a little gathering of areas, the greater part of which have worked under exceptionally unique 
conditions, and for which there are extremely restricted information. Despite the destitution of the 
information, I trust that it is conceivable to address a few critical authentic inquiries with respect to 
execution under dollarization. These include:  

(a) Historically, has dollarization given a compelling approach to tying strategy creators' hands, and for 
accomplishing "validity?" Another method for offering this conversation starter, is whether dollarized 
countries have in reality delighted in financial and outer equalization.  

(b) Have dollarized nation’s experienced speedier development and lower swelling than non-dollarized 
ones.  

(c) How exorbitant has macroeconomic conformity been in dollarized nations? In standard 
macroeconomic models, economies with super-altered conversion scale administrations and ostensible 
value rigidities will experience issues pleasing (genuine) outside stuns[3].  
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DOLLARIZATION EXPERIENCES IN COMPARITIVE PERSPECTIVE 

It ought to be expressed at the beginning that my advantage – and the applicable approach question, I 
may include – is to see how free countries have performed under a dollarized money related 
framework. This implies in this paper I am not inspired by examining the exhibitions of areas or states 
inside a national substance. The purpose behind this ought to be self-evident: nations examining 
dollarization are free countries searching for an effective money related plan; they are not nations 
hoping to be attached by bigger also, more progressed ones. 

As perhaps seen, these are small nations to be sure. Numerous are, truth be told, city-states completely 
coordinated into their neighbors' economies – Monaco, Lichtestein and Andorra are great illustrations. 
The biggest dollarized nations are Liberia and Panama. Just the last mentioned, notwithstanding, 
remains dollarized today; Liberia surrendered the framework in the 1980s, when the legislature of 
President Samuel Doe chose to issue nearby cash as a method for staying away from the requirements 
forced on people in general division by the dollarized system. 

Examining execution in little city-states has customarily spoken to a challenge for business analysts. 
Information are normally not accessible, and when they will be, they are of low quality and spread chose 
variables as it were. For our situation the issue is especially genuine, since information for Liberia - one 
of just two nations with populace over a million, are off to a great degree low quality. Panama is the 
main dollarized nation with a sensibly complete information set.  

In this study I concentrate on the 1970-1998 period, and I utilize the best information accessible for 
whatever number of the nations, as would be prudent. In gathering the information I initially swung to 
the World Bank information records. On the off chance that the World Bank had no data – or if the 
information quality was regarded to be suspect - , I swung to the IMF and the United Nations. In general, 
I was capable to gather information on GDP per capita development for 11 nations (an aggregate of 286 
nation year information focuses). Information on different variables of interest – swelling, financial 
deficiency, the current record, speculation and terms of exchange - , are accessible for a much littler 
number of countries[4]. 

In whatever is left of this segment I examine the financial execution of the dollarized economies in Table 
1. With a specific end goal to give a similar viewpoint I too present information on two examination 
bunches: 

 (1) A gathering of all rising and progressed nations for which there are information. 

(2), a gathering of all rising nations where information are accessible.  

I barred from both of these gatherings nations that have had a "superfixed" conversion scale 
administration – dollarized or coin board. This implies my correlation gatherings are included nations 
with an assortment of swapping scale administrations, going from drifting, to slithering, to pegged-
however movable. That is, I don't play out a "horse race" between dollarized nations and particular 
option administrations. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The motivation behind this paper has been to break down the monetary record of dollarized nations. In 
doing this I have tried to assume the best about dollarization; when judgenment calls must be made, I 
intentionally attempted to "support" the dollarization position. Case in point, I didn't utilize the IMF's 
information on Liberia's GDP, I report broad results for Panama – the best performing dollarizer - , and 
in numerous Panama counts I rejected the Noriega emergency years. It ought to be accentuated once 
once more, notwithstanding, that in light of genuine information confinement, this current study's 
decisions ought to be translated with consideration. Sometimes they depend on information for maybe 
a couple nations as it were.  

The fundamental conclusion is that the late push for dollarization is a regular instance of misdirecting 
ad. Most dollarization supporters have either overlooked the record, or have adorned it. Actually the 
verifiable record is exceptionally constrained, and focused on small nations. The biggest one (Panama) 
has a populace of under 3 million individuals! As I wrote in the presentation, pushing dollarization 
resemble prescribing another medication that has been liable to exceptionally restricted clinical trials. 
More regrettable yet, the consequences of these trials are not especially positive or empowering, and 
they create a number of genuine inquiries. As far as this therapeutic similarity, a doctor may in any case 
endorse the untried medication to an at death's door persistent, yet would not recommend it to a fairly 
solid person who has admittance to other treatment alternatives.  

More or less, the examination reported in this paper recommends that, when contrasted with different 
nations, the dollarized countries have: (a) developed at an essentially bring down rate; (b) have had a 
comparable monetary record; (c) have not been saved from significant current record inversions; (d) 
have had essentially bring down swelling. Also, my examination of Panama's case proposes that outer 
stuns result in more noteworthy expenses – regarding lower speculation and development - in dollarized 
than in non-dollarized nations[5].  

An especially perplexing result is that dollarizers have not had a superior financial execution than non-
doillarizers. How, could they have been able to they figure out how to be similarly "flighty" on the 
financial side, but then keep up their money related administration and have low rates of expansion? 
The response to this question comes in two sections: First, the record demonstrates that not all the 
dollarized nations kept up the framework. Case in point, when the monetary requirement turned out to 
be too tight, Liberia surrendered dollarization. Without a doubt this advancement occurred amidst a 
common clash, yet political change is a reality of life among the poorer countries. Second, and as 
appeared in area III, Panama has been ready to run huge monetary shortages by amassing a vast supply 
of obligation – that it once in a while rebuilds - , and by keeping up an exceptionally extraordinary 
association with the IMF. It is definitely not evident that the IMF will be so cordial to future dollarizers 
that don't have Panama's geopolitical significance.  

It is critical to clear up what this study does not say. It doesn't say that dollarization is the wrong strategy 
alternative for every single developing business sector. It says, in any case, that observationally we know 
next to no about the expenses and advantages of dollarization. It further says that when the constrained 
record is examined, it doesn't seem, by all accounts, to be as positive as a few experts need us to accept. 
In such manner, the late encounters of Ecuador and El Salvador ought to give critical data that will help 
us evaluate all the more completely the benefits of dollarization in bigger and fairly more perplexing 
settings.  
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Generally, Mundell's (1961) ideal money zones examination keeps on being the right approach for 
managing the dollarization question. There are great motivations to surmise that nations that are very 
incorporated regarding component versatility and exchange, will advantage from having a typical 
currency. The advantages from such a strategy could more than repay the expenses, including the loss of 
seignorage if the nation dollarizes singularly. Nations with a high level of informal dollarization, and 
outside money designated liabilities are likewise liable to profit by dollarization. It is impossible, 
nonetheless, that dollarization will be the most sufficient alternative for all nations.  

Substantial nations that face unstable terms of exchange, that are not profoundly incorporated to major 
economies, and whose money related division work for the most part as far as residential cash are 
prone to cause in net expenses on the off chance that they dollarize. They will experience issues in 
obliging outside stuns while, as proposed by the outcomes in this papers, the charged advantages in 
terms of low expenses of capital, financial control and security may, without a doubt, keep on being 
tricky. 
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